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Code-VB6 is a flexible, powerful code builder and code generator for Visual Basic, which supports the fast creation of procedures, objects and collections. It provides the possibility to extract code from visual basic applications, which can be used to create standalone procedures or for data access purposes. Code-VB6 also supports the creation of custom code generators. Using
custom code generators you can generate custom code for procedural code or event listeners. Using the included code explorer you can find all built-in VB procedures related to your keywords in zero seconds. All generated procedures are saved as source code snippets and can be edited at any time. Built-in code fragment libraries can be imported and exported to and from different
project or other programming environments and used as a basis to create your own procedures. There is also a sophisticated search for Visual Basic procedures and code fragments. Code-VB6 is a special tool for Visual Basic that enables you to write better code faster. Using Code-VB6 ￭ Select the Code-VB6 from the Tools>Extensions menu ￭ Double click on the Code-VB6 on the
Tools menu to launch the Code-VB6 tool ￭ On the top-left button on the Code-VB6 tool select "Choose From Library..." and import the library that you want to use ￭ To create a new procedure double-click on the procedure that you want to create ￭ By double-clicking on a procedure the builder creates a procedure skeleton with the necessary code to construct the procedure ￭ To

finish creating the procedure right click on the new procedure and select "Complete..." ￭ Right-click on the editor to create a new code fragment ￭ To finish creating the code fragment right click on the new fragment and select "Complete..." ￭ To create an object using the code generator double-click on the object that you want to create ￭ To finish creating the object right click on
the new object and select "Complete..." ￭ The object that you create can then be used as a component in your own application ￭ To finish creating the object right click on the new object and select "Implement As" ￭ By clicking on the Implement As menu you can select any code fragment that has been created with the Code-VB6 tool and will be implemented as the body of the

object ￭ To create a class right-click
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Code-VB6 Free

Code-VB6 allows you to directly develop programs in VB6 syntax without typing. A series of 17 specialized code builders reduces the amount of typing and makes your code more consistent and complete. You can create, modify or work with VB6-style code very easily. Code-VB6 includes a sophisticated, integrated code explorer to help you find (built-in) procedures and code
fragments related to your keywords. Working with collections, classes, interfaces, iterators and properties is also easier with Code-VB6. You also have the possibility to generate code fragments without typing by creating a shortcut code snippet with the Code-VB6 Code Generator. Key Features: ￭ All of the code builders are VB6-compatible. ￭ Some of the code builders support also
VBScript, AutoIt or PERL coding ￭ Code can be directly edited ￭ Code explorer to find all VB6 procedures and code fragments related to your keywords ￭ Code generator to create shortcuts for code snippets. ￭ You can use shortcut code snippets in context and edit their code fragments. ￭ Code is searchable ￭ Variable and constant declaration ￭ Multiple selection mode for code
fragments. ￭ Multiline code ￭ Supports multi-threading ￭ Supports breakpoints ￭ Includes code explorer ￭ Some of the code builders support also VBScript, AutoIt or PERL coding For a complete list of supported languages see the info page. Update June 19th 2015 - Code-VB6 v.1.0.4 has now been released. It features the following updates: ￭ Improved design. ￭ Access to the
source code editor through the built-in code explorer. ￭ The code explorer now remembers previously visited items. ￭ A one-click start of a new code explorer project. ￭ Fixed an issue with finding the code fragment of a variable declaration on a class. ￭ Many other improvements. Free demo version: Click here to download the free demo version of Code-VB6 For any questions,
suggestions and/or feedback please contact Code-VB6 through the support email addresses (see the info page). Don't forget to check out our other Visual Studio Express for Developers products: CodeRush Studio CodeRush Xpress Visual C++ Express

What's New in the?
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System Requirements For Code-VB6:

• OS: Windows XP, Vista or Windows 7 (64-bit version is recommended). • Video Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible • Memory: 2 GB RAM • Resolution: 1280x720 (800x600 at 25 Hz) • Controller: Dual Shock 2 (original version), GameCube pad, analog controller • Language: English, French, German, Spanish, Japanese, Russian, Chinese. • DirectX: DirectX 9.0c compatible • CPU:
Intel Pentium III 700 (or greater), AMD Ath
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